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the rolls-royce merlin engine used in the mustang was derived from the engines used in the spitfire,
a true rolls-royce product, and the mustang was the first american aircraft to use a rolls-royce piston

engine. later, the mustang engines were used in the f-84, f-86, and f-100.the mustang-merlin was
the most successful fighter aircraft produced during world war ii, and it was the most successful

fighter aircraft used by the u.s. army air forces during world war ii.the mustang-merlin was the only
fighter designed in the u. that was capable of mach 2+ speeds, and a rolls-royce merlin engine was

the only one to be used by the u. the ability to fly in the virtual cockpit is easy to learn and difficult to
master. the first time you enter the cockpit, you will be shocked at how easy it is to actually fly the

plane. you can maneuver the plane from a first person view. the throttle and rudder pedals are
modeled realistically. the pilot can view the runway ahead, the wing, ailerons, and rudder in a first
person view, along with the ground at the end of the runway. i would say that they are very similar

to the one and only a2a mustang, but they are more dynamic, they react better to throttle and
rudder inputs, they perform better and they are more accurate in terms of airspeed and altitude. the
a2a mustang is as close as you can get to an authentic flight experience, an excellent representation
of the real thing, and i hope you enjoy flying it as much as i enjoy flying it.before i go, i would like to

thank a2a for this amazing product and especially the sim pilot who volunteered for the review.
there are a lot of new avionics and instruments that are not available on the real thing that will make
the flying experience for us lot more realistic. you can try it for yourself when you purchase it. thanks

again, and have a nice day!ricardo ferreira
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the visual aspect is the obvious and most important. accu-sim ensures that the user can see and feel
what is happening in the cockpit. its amazing that this can be done. the overall design is radically

different than that of the original civilian mustang. everything is laid out to show the way the modern
mustang would look and feel. the airspeed indicator is aligned to look like the original mustang. the
instrument panel, windshield, and canopy are modeled in a way that gives you the feel of flying a

production model. the hud is similar to what you would find on a production mustang. there is even a
landing gear pedal. accu-sim has created a simulation that is very different than the one you have
now. there is no doubt that accu-sim represents the real thing when it comes to the cockpit. this is

one of the most exciting aircraft to fly in fsx. the real thing is so much more satisfying. once accu-sim
is installed and you start up fsx, the default aircraft is a cessna. you can select the mustang from the
aircraft type list. this is the final stage of the install. you can now control your aircraft. you can start
and land your aircraft without the need for a password. accu-sim is a great tool. it is very expensive.
a2a is currently offering free upgrades from accu-sim pro to accu-sim air. this is an upgrade that will
allow the user to simulate the p-51c mustang. it will also add other features that will make it the best
simulation available in fsx. this is important because most pilots who are interested in the p-51c are

interested in the mustang, not the p-51c. 5ec8ef588b
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